
Extension Wand 
Instructions  

Extension Wand Components

Note: Retention strap will be damaged 
by contact with Aprehend.

A) Extension Wand With Bracket
B) Lock Nut
C) Rubber  Washer (2)
D) Wrench
E) Retention Strap (2) 

Spare and replacement parts 
are available from ConidioTec 
and authorized suppliers. 
Contact ConidioTec directly if 
you experience any problems 
with this equipment.

Spare retention strap, lock nut, and rubber washer are supplied in case of loss.
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To extend,
hold wand as
shown, pull wand
head away from handle 
and carefully twist wand
head counter-clockwise
to lock.

To retract, hold wand
as shown, carefully twist 
wand head clockwise, and 
push wand head
toward handle.

Twist-Lock System
Wand employs a slide-and-twist mechanism.

UNLOCKED: Dots and channel align (left). LOCKED: Dots and channel offset (right).

UNLOCKED
Dots align

LOCKED
Dots offset

CAUTION
Use care when pulling and 
twisting the extension wand. 
Excessive force will 
damage the wand. ! A
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Fill spray gun bottle with Aprehend® 
and set the spray gun to the desired 
angle for baseboard or ceiling 
application. 

When extension wand is not 
needed, the retention strap can be 
removed from the trigger and the 
spray gun used normally.

Pull the flat part of the retention 
strap up and over the trigger to 
keep the trigger fully depressed.

Angle 
Adjustment 
Knob

Baseboard Application

Ceiling Application

             Insert both    
            loops of the  
          retention strap    
      over the spray  
 gun handle.

Use the battery or compressor
on/off switch to start and finish
the spray application.
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Connect the extension wand
to the spray gun as pictured 
above by following illustrated  
directions to the right. 
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Bring the retention strap down to 
the air hose nut.
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Extension Wand Assembly and Use
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spray gun

insert bracket

insert rubber washer
onto the threaded 
spray gun air inlet

firmly attach the air 
hose using the wrench

turn on the compressor  
and check for auto stop

Reference the brief video at www.aprehend.com/training for helpful information on assembly and use.

Important: Before attaching the extension, ensure the sprayer bottle is 
empty and the battery is in off position. When using the extension wand,  
the battery or compressor on/off switch should be  used to activate the sprayer.
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